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ELECTRICAL GROUP
SERVICES
Power Systems
One-Line Drawings
Coordination Studies
Load Flow Studies
Short Circuit Studies
Equipment Evaluation
MCC Layouts
VFD Configuration
Instrumentation
Loop Drawings
PLC /DCS Design
Instrument Evaluation
Calculations
Commissioning
Electrical Standards
IEEE
ISA
NEC (NFPA 70 & 70E)
Hazardous Location
Lighting
Lighting Layout & Design
Project Management
Scheduling/Reporting
Shutdown/Startup Planning
Commissioning
On-site Coordination

Krech Ojard & Associates’ (KOA) Electrical Group utilizes
a breadth of industry experience to deliver engineering
solutions to clients throughout North America and around
the globe. Our staff of engineers, designers, and technicians
have the experience and capability to undertake any type of
project from designing 115 kV substations to the design and
programming of control systems utilizing PLC’s and HMI’s.
KOA can meet all of your facilities electrical needs through
modeling and analysis of existing electrical infrastructure,
and by providing engineering support or on-site supervision
for the installation of new equipment.
At Krech Ojard & Associates, we solve problems and find
solutions by creating a team of focused and skilled individuals
from multiple disciplines represented at our firm and
addressing ever y aspect of a project cohesively. The result is
a streamlined and efficient process that allows the project team
to quickly adapt to the needs of our clients.
KOA engineers enjoy the challenges presented by unique
projects and pride ourselves in our abilit y to provide
innovative solutions while maintaining a cost-effective,
value-focused approach to all of our projects from a minor
modification of an existing design to designing an electrical
distribution and control system for a new plant.

CHIPPEWA FALLS SAND PLANT
Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin

Krech Ojard & Associates was retained by Cedar Falls
Building Systems to design, engineer, and oversee
construction activities associated with a frac sand facility
in western Wisconsin. The KOA Electrical Group designed
and engineered the electrical and control systems for the
facility which includes the following areas:
25kV Electrical Power System
The medium voltage electrical power system consists of
a 25kV, 600A, outdoor main and distribution switchgear
lineup, one single-ended outdoor substation and two
double-ended indoor substations.
Power Distribution
The low voltage power distribution system at the Chippewa
Falls Sand Plant is a 480V system consisting of main electrical
rooms in the Wet/Dry Plant and switchgear lineups at nine
other major electrical load areas on the site.
Facility Grounding
The facility grounding was designed to meet Mining Safety
and Health Administration (MSHA) requirements. Structures
and equipment were examined and accounted for in the
creation of an equi-potential ground-grid.
Motor Control Centers
MCC installations consist of twenty separate MCC lineups,
twelve in the Wet/Dry Plant MCC room and eight at other
major electrical load areas on the site.
C ontrols
The automation and control system was developed using
an Allen Bradley Control Logix platform with a central rack
containing a processor and control network communication
capabilities.
Remote “control panels” were distributed throughout the
facility, each with a remote Control Logix rack for I/O
connection and communication with network devices.

IPS WORLDWIDE
LEADS CAR
Duluth, Minnesota

IPS Worldwide refurbishes large rail equipment used in conjunction
with railway and site construction. They required updated and
revised documentation for the electrical construction phase of
their LEADS car project. KOA completed a site visit to make
field observations of a completed IPS LEADS car. Using these
observations, along with existing client drawings and mark-ups,
KOA provided electrical schematics, electrical layout drawings,
and an updated bill of materials for use in the manufacture of IPS
Worldwide equipment.

BMO HARRIS BANK
SITE SURVEYS
Various Locations

PROCESS FAN VFD
CONVERSION
Minnesota

BMO Harris Bank required floor plan documentation of existing
facilities that were acquired though merger. Site signage and
structures were undocumented and the client intended to use the
field findings to aid in understanding the floor plan layout of each
acquired facilit y. The project requirements included the lines of
placement of new signage, ADA requirements, technology
changes, merchandising and other information to be kept for
quick reference and planning.

Added a Variable Frequenc y Drive (VFD) controller on t wo
416 0 V, 2 0 0 0 H P synchronous motors to provide fan speed
control and improve operation ef ficienc y. Centrifugal fan input
power varies directly with the cube of fan speed. If VFD use reduces
average fan speed 10%, energy cost needed for motor operation
could be reduced 27.1%. If VFD use reduces average fan speed 25%,
energy cost needed for motor operation could be reduced 57.8%.
KOA provided engineering services to retrofit the VFD lineups into the
clients existing power system. Deliverables included VFD bid package
development, bid package drawing development, bid evaluation
services, and electrical installation package development.

HUSKY ENERGY
SITE LIGHTING
Superior, Wisconsin

Husky Energy (formerly Calumet Superior) retained Krech
Ojard & Associates to provide site lighting for an expanded
rail oil loading facilit y in Superior, Wisconsin. The site
expansion was borne from the need to increase capacit y
from filling and maneuvering less than 90 rail cars to a
completed capacit y of over 320 cars per day. Site Specific
issues were; efficient use of space as regards to rail rightof-ways, existing wetland soft sediment soil conditions.
KOA designed a system that utilized high mast lighting to
decrease pole base quantit y and footprint versus
conventional using only three pole assemblies. Multiple
lighting heads mounted on each 100 foot pole were
designed to meet site conditions. Using internally mounted
hoisting apparatus, the heads are lowered to grade level
for ease of maintenance. This reduces risk related to
working at heights and avoids the cost of crane rental. The
height of the mast was also an advantage for mounting
new cameras that were placed into integral nacelles on
the luminaire mounting ring, providing a greater field of
view for the securit y cameras. High pressure sodium lamps
were specified for long lamp life and better performance
in cold weather operation. Photocells were used for
automated lighting control. Circuits were fed from the
existing service in 480V configurations for power deliver y
in an efficient manner over relatively long distances. The
final design included existing site devices that were refed
and reconnected.

WAUSAU PAPER
TRANSFORMER
REPLACEMENT
Mosinee, Wisconsin

VPI TILE RESISTANCE
REPORT
TROUBLESHOOTING
Sheboygan, Wisconsin

UNIVERSITY OF
WISCONSIN SUPERIOR
HOLDEN HALL FINE
ARTS KILN
Superior, Wisconsin

Reviewed the current design of the existing T21 5000kVA
Transformer and to prepare new relay trip logic, engineering
drawings and perform overall construction management for the
installation of a new 5000 kVA transformer and primar y breaker.
The work was completed during a five day outage where all new
control wiring was routed to a central control room panel to
provide remote actuation of the primar y breaker along with status
indication for breaker and transformer trip circuitr y. The existing
sudden pressure trip relaying circuitr y was not adequately
protecting the mill and was re-engineered and installed on the
new transformer as well as t wo existing transformers.

VPI Corporation is a producer of static free flooring for computer
rooms. They have a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)
controlled tile resistance tester at the end of their material
handling, pellet loading, hydraulic pressing, and tile finishing
system that verifies floor tiles meet customer requirements and
industr y resistance standards. KOA provided on-site evaluation,
programming and system configuration to complete changes to
their Human-Machine Interface (HMI), PLC and local area net work
systems to revive tile resistance monitoring and reporting functions.

The Universit y of Wisconsin Superior Art Department contacted
KOA to replace and add kilns in the ceramics studio. This project
also required the installation of new ventilation, combustion air
supply and ventilation control equipment, lighting, and carbon
monoxide detectors. KOA electrical engineers and designers
worked in conjunction with the Mechanical Group to furnish a
comprehensive set of plans and specifications.

MIDWEST ENERGY RESOURCES
Superior, Wisconsin

Krech Ojard & Associates has developed a long term
relationship with Midwest Energy Resources (MERC). Over the
years, KOA has been involved with structural, civil, mechanical,
marine and electrical projects. During the time KOA has had
the opportunity to engage in a variety of electrical projects:
ARC FLASH REMEDIATION
Performed a site visit investigation and completed a short
circuit current and arc flash study. Responsible for the data
collection and modeling of existing electrical systems.
Completed the arc flash and short circuit analysis utilizing
SK M PowerTools ® soft ware. Arc flash labels were created
and supplied to MERC.
THAW SHED RELOCATION
Completed drawing updates to show current as-built
conditions. The drawing package included removal
drawings and new work installation drawings.
NFPA 70E TRAINING
Provided on-site NFPA 70E training. KOA geared the training
toward the particular plant and plant environment through
the use of specific videos, handouts, actual equipment, and
discussion topics. Training topics included:
• Arc flash
• Electrically rated tools
• Lock out/tag out procedures
• PPE and categor y ratings
• Scope of the NFPA 70E requirements
• Documenting the safet y program
SECURITY GATE RELOCATION
Performed a site survey of existing electrical, studied plans
for the proposed securit y gate for the new gate installation.
Determined what electrical demolition was required and
created a plan. New site work plans were created and
electrical specifications provided for construction along
with One Line diagrams and other pertinent details required
to complete the project. Plans also included design for t ying
in requisite power for cameras and communications, and
mast mounted lighting situated next to the securit y gate.

COORDINATION STUDY

HAZARDOUS
LOCATION STUDY

EMERGENCY
GENERATOR STUDY

Verified protection and coordination of devices currently in the power
system and provided recommendations for improved protection. An on-site
walk-through was conducted to identify changes in electrical power system
and the most recent fault current information was obtained from the servicing
electric utility. The data collected was used to update the facility’s power
system model using SKM Power Tools® software. Coordination problems
were identified from the utility service entrance down to the 480V Motor
Control Center level, and problems were illustrated with Time vs. Current
Curve (TCC) plots using both as-found and recommended settings. Load
flow study results and temperature deratings were applied to identify circuit
protection problems based on National Electrical Code® requirements.

KOA was retained to complete a study to define hazardous
electrical locations throughout the facilit y, that would ultimately be
utilized by facilit y personnel to maintain safe operations on a dayto-day basis. Along with electrical hazard identification, KOA also
developed all of the required supporting reference documents.
KOA assisted the client with the interpretation of NEC article 500516, NFPA 70E and other articles as required.

Completed an on-site visit for data collection. After evaluating
the collected data, load flow calculations were performed to
determine the loading that could be applied without exceeding
generator capacit y.
In the event of an emergency power situation, load shed
requirements were itemized and listed. This study resulted in
determining that the standby emergency generator needed to be
replaced with a larger unit.

UNITED STATES GYPSUM
SHORT CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
& ARC FLASH STUDY
Cloquet, Minnesota

United States Gypsum (USG) engaged Krech Ojard to perform
an arc flash hazard analysis. The analysis included electrical
equipment from the main service entrance down to the Motor
Control Center (MCC) level and was undertaken in order to
establish the Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) required for
personnel working on the plant’s electrical system.
KOA provided on-site data collection during a weekend
shutdown period to obtain information about the electrical
power system design,
Substation switchgear data and electrical protective device
ratings and settings were collected along with conductor sizes
and lengths down to the MCC and 480V panel level.

PIPELINE CLIENT
Various Locations

TRANSCANADA
MCC CLEANING &
INSPECTIONS
Various Locations

WASTE WATER
TREATMENT PLANT
Minnesota

Krech Ojard completed a short circuit current and arc flash
analysis at five of the pipeline company’s compressor stations.
Data was collected to create models of the electrical systems
in order to perform the analysis. The final objective was to
specif y and provide labels that warn workers of the electrical arc
flash hazard associated with accessible electrical equipment at
each of the stations. Recommendations were provided to reduce
higher risk areas to arc flash hazard/risk Categor y 2 or lower.

KOA was engaged to perform project supervision and reporting functions
at 12 TransCanada Pipeline compressor stations located across the
central United States. Our engineers and technicians were responsible
for all data collection, recommendations, remediation, and reporting in
regard to deficiency findings of the existing electrical systems. Adjustments
were also made to breaker settings using client supplied data. Project
appropriate repairs were completed during the inspection and MCC
cleaning progress, other major maintenance and repair items were noted
for inclusion in the final report.

Provided new on-site electrical service for the waste water
treatment system at a mining facilit y in Minnesota. KOA electrical
engineers designed service space to house the power distribution
transformer (75 KVA, 480 volt service), power panels, and
control panels. They also designed an interconnect for lift station
operation in connection to the waste water treatment system
parameters, and underground conduit and conductors as per
NEC standards. The services performed included integrating
controls and alarms, defining grounding grid parameters, and
planning equipment connections.
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